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Abstract—This letter presents a novel confidence measure for
the purpose of improving user performance in Spoken Document
Retrieval (SDR). The proposed confidence measure is based on
the phonetic distance between subword models, employing an
anti-model which is determined to be discriminative to a target
model using offline training data. As an advancement from our
previous work, the proposed method employs separate phonetic
similarity knowledge for vowels and consonants, resulting in more
reliable performance over diverse SDR recorded speech conditions. A transcript reliability estimator is also presented, with
evaluation as an application of the proposed confidence measure.
Analysis on a variety of corpora including background noise,
frequency band-restrictions, and a range of real-life conditions,
shows that the proposed confidence measure is more reliable in
detecting corrupted speech due to acoustic conditions or an unarticulated speaking style, providing a higher correlation to word
error rate (WER). The proposed confidence measure is effective
in increasing transcript reliability estimation performance with a
16.21% relative improvement.
Index Terms—Anti-model, confidence measure, phonetic distance, reliability estimation, spoken document retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION
S available audio information collections drastically
increase, the need for effective information retrieval
continues to expand, drawing remarkable attention to research on Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR) systems such as
SpeechFind [1], [2] which serves as a platform for several programs across the United States for audio indexing and retrieval
including the National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW)
[3] and the Collaborative Digitization Program (CDP) [4], [5].
Audio collections such as NGSW and CDP corpora generally
include a diverse range of recording conditions which make
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) for SDR extremely
challenging. The motivation for the present study is to improve
nonexpert user acceptance of ASR-based SDR systems, whose
performance severely degrades due to adverse conditions in the
audio corpus.
In this paper, we propose an advanced confidence measure
which is based on the phonetic distance among subword models.
The proposed confidence measure employs separate phonetic
distance knowledge for vowels and consonants, which results
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in more reliable performance in various corrupted speech conditions compared to our earlier work [6]. By conducting a comprehensive analysis on both artificially generated acoustic conditions (i.e., background noise and channel distortion) and a
wide range of real-life conditions, the proposed confidence measure will be shown to be more reliable and effective compared
to other conventional confidence measures [7]–[10]. As an application of the proposed confidence measure, we present transcript reliability estimation with evaluations on the extended
CDP corpus. The presented reliability estimator for text in the
searched transcripts provides effective knowledge to an SDR
user, who generally is not a speech/language technology expert.
II. PHONETIC DISTANCE BASED CONFIDENCE MEASURE
In this section, we present the confidence measure which employs a phonetic similarity between subword models. Our proposed confidence measure is an alternative to the anti-model
based confidence measure generally obtained by calculating a
log-likelihood ratio of a hypothesized (i.e., recognized) subword
model and its corresponding anti-model [7]–[9]. In general, two
approaches for obtaining the anti-model score are employed: i)
union score and ii) max score. The union score approach compares the score of the recognized model against the average of
the scores for all other models, while the max score approach
compares the value to the maximum value among the remaining
model scores. The model providing the max score is a competitive model to the hypothesized entry.
The union score approach can fail to discriminate scores of
the recognized model and anti-model in some situations (e.g.,
due to noise-corruption or obscurely uttered speech), since its
anti-model includes the competitive model. Both the union and
max score approaches were originally designed to be applied
to a subword sequence obtained by Viterbi decoding, so they
can fail to estimate scores when Viterbi decoding fails due to
severely corrupted speech. For the case where a frame-based
subword (e.g., phone) recognizer framework is used without
employing Viterbi decoding, the max score approach would
have similar scores for a recognized model and its competitive
model, which leads to difficulty in determining whether the
input speech is clearly articulated or corrupted by other factors.
In our proposed confidence measure, we employ a phonetic
distance that reflects the acoustic similarity of the subword
models obtained by offline training [6]. Based on the obtained
knowledge of the phonetic distance, a similar model group and
dissimilar model group are determined for the input speech. If
the incoming speech is clearly articulated and without background noise or channel distortion, the likelihood difference
between the similar model to the input speech and the dissimilar
entry is expected to become larger. Alternatively, input speech
corrupted due to noise or obscure pronunciation would result in
a failure to discriminate the two models, resulting in a smaller
difference between the scores.
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includes
of similar models
where the similar group
(i.e.,
to
). In this study, five consecutive frames are
used as an input to provide a cumulative score. The proposed
confidence measure at time is calculated using the log-likelidetermined by (2)
hood ratio of the most similar group
as follows:
and the corresponding dissimilar group

TABLE I
PHONETIC DISTANCE TABLE FOR VOWELS, SEMI-VOWELS AND GLIDES

(3)
TABLE II
PHONETIC DISTANCE TABLE FOR CONSONANTS

Phonetic similarities between a particular subword model and
the remaining models are identified using training data:
(1)
where
is a collection of training data labeled as model
and
indicates the
similar model among
subword
models compared to the pivotal model . In our experiment,
each subword model consists of a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) in the cepstral domain. The most similar model
is
identical to the model itself (i.e., ).
In this study, as an advanced aspect from our previous study
[6], phonetic similarities were obtained separately for vowels
and consonants to generate more reliable discrimination between similar and dissimilar models. In general, vowels are
able to be acoustically represented more reliably compared
to consonants, and their spectral difference between similar
models and dissimilar models could still be large even with corrupted speech. Therefore, if the similar and dissimilar models
are determined without separation of vowels and consonants,
this spectral difference of vowel models would lead to a high
score ratio in the corrupted condition, which results in the
degradation of the confidence measure performance. Such a
performance decrease was observed in our previous study [6],
particularly for band-limited speech conditions where speech
spectra are partially corrupted, so that vowels could be acoustically characterized well compared to consonants. Tables I and
II show parts of the phonetic distance tables among context
independent phones for vowels and consonants respectively,
obtained by (1) using training data in this study. Here, we
employed 19 vowels (including semi-vowels and glides) and
20 consonants. The identified models can be grouped into
and “dissimilar group”
according to
“similar group”
the phonetic distance to a pivotal model .
To calculate the proposed phonetic distance based confidence
measure, the most similar group to the input speech
(i.e.,
cepstrum) is first determined based on a maximum likelihood
decision:

(2)

where
and
indicates the number of models in the dissimilar group
. In this study, we use 10 for both
and
considering
is obtained
the number of vowels and consonants. The
every 5 frames and averaged over the entire input duration for
a final confidence measure. In this method, pairs of a target
model (i.e., similar group) and its anti-model (i.e., dissimilar
group) are determined using training data offline, resulting in
acoustically discriminative entries for each other. Therefore,
the phonetic distance based confidence measure is expected to
be more robust than other conventional anti-model based measures, which can fail to differentiate scores from the recognized
model and anti-model depending only on input speech. It is
also noted that the proposed method does not require a subword
sequence or segmentation obtained by Viterbi decoding.
III. APPLICATION: TRANSCRIPT RELIABILITY ESTIMATION
In order to achieve more effective spoken document retrieval,
a more consistent and accurate collection of transcripts, and in
particular keywords, are needed for search. However, most SDR
systems based on speech recognition significantly degrade due
to the diverse range of acoustic conditions in the audio such as
background noise, recording media, speech styles, etc. For SDR
systems such as SpeechFind for the NGSW [1] where audio material consist of recordings from the past 110 years, nonexperts
in speech technology lose confidence in the system if they believe all transcripts are flawless. Therefore, the user would be
helped if an estimate of transcript accuracy could also be provided through the system.
A transcript reliability estimator employing a confidence
measure has been proposed in our earlier work [6]. In this study,
the reliability estimator is based on Bayesian classification consisting of a Gaussian mixture model and prior information.
Various confidence measures, including the proposed phonetic
distance based measure are employed as feature vectors. We
classify the ASR generated-transcripts into three categories
(e.g., good, fair and poor) according to word-error-rate (WER).
The designed reliability estimator can be used to classify the
actual transcripts generated by the ASR engine for SDR, which
improves the user’s acceptance of the search engine by allowing
them to have a separate measurement of transcript performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Analysis on Artificial Acoustic Conditions: TIMIT Corpus
In this section, we present analysis of the proposed phonetic
distance based confidence measure, with a comparison to other
conventional confidence measures on a variety of spoken document conditions. We first evaluate the confidence measure using
the 8 kHz sampled TIMIT database, which consists of phonetically balanced sentences with full-band speech (0–4 kHz).
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Fig. 1. Pdf estimates (normalized histogram) of CMs for vowels.

To observe the performance of each confidence measure as a
means of reflecting the acoustic condition in speech, two types
of conditions were generated that include additive background
noise corruption and band-restricted channel distortion. To obtain background noise corrupted speech, white noise samples
from NOISEX92 data were added to produce five different SNR
speech conditions (i.e., 20, 15, 10, 5, and 0 dB). The band-limited speech samples were generated by low-pass filtering the
original clean speech to 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0 kHz cutoff
frequencies.
Figs. 1 and 2 show probability density estimates (i.e., normalized histograms) of a) union anti-model based (U-CM), b) competitive anti-model based (C-CM), and c) the proposed phonetic
distance based (P-CM) confidence measures for clean (dashed
line), white noise corrupted (5 dB SNR, solid line), and bandlimited speech (1.5 kHz cutoff, “ ” line) conditions for vowels
and consonants respectively. In our experiment, a consistent
framework is used for P-CM, U-CM, and C-CM, which employs a phone recognizer that determines target and anti models
every five frames without Viterbi decoding, in order to avoid
a failure in obtaining the subword sequence in adverse conditions, and also to perform a fair comparison with the proposed
P-CM. From these figures, we see that the modes of P-CM pdfs
of both corrupted conditions (white noise and band-limited) are
shifting to the left from those of clean conditions, with a higher
peak and narrow width, resulting in a more distinguished pdf
shape from clean conditions compared to the other two confidence measures (i.e., U-CM and C-CM). These pdf transitions
of P-CM in corrupted speech conditions are expected to present
more robustness for detection of the input speech corruption.
Figs. 3 and 4 show distributions of SNR, U-CM, C-CM,
and P-CM for cases of various SNRs and cutoff frequencies
for white noise corrupted and band-limited speech conditions.
Here, the SNR was obtained using the NIST Speech Quality
Assurance tool [11], which was found to show on average
5–10 dB more than the actual SNR due to blind knowledge on
silence duration content. In each figure, mean values of each
statistic are presented together with the corresponding standard
deviations using small bars. For an equivalent comparison, the
vertical axis of each figure is normalized to the same scale,
therefore the slope generated by the mean values should reflect
the correlation of the given measure to the acoustic conditions
(i.e., the steeper the slope, the higher the correlation). While the
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Fig. 2. Pdf estimates (normalized histogram) of CMs for consonants.

Fig. 3. Distributions of CMs in white noise corrupted speech conditions (a)
SNR (b) U-CM (c) C-CM (d) P-CM.

Fig. 4. Distributions of CMs in band-restricted speech conditions (a) SNR (b)
U-CM (c) C-CM (d) P-CM.

SNR measure unsurprisingly shows a high correlation with actual SNR of white noise corrupted speech, no correlation is seen
for the band-limited speech. Unlike U-CM and C-CM which
show less correlation to SNR, the proposed phonetic distance
based measure (P-CM) shows higher correlation trends for both
acoustic corrupted conditions such as white noise corruption
SNR and the degree of frequency restriction respectively.
We also evaluated the correlation of each confidence measure
to the WER of the test utterance in the adverse acoustic conditions. To obtain the WER, an HMM based speech recognizer
with tri-phone models was employed with a 6233-word vocabulary and a trigram language model adapted on the TIMIT task
using a Broadcast News model. Table III shows the correlation
coefficient of each confidence measure to WER in each acoustic
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TABLE III
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN CONFIDENCE
MEASURE AND WER ON TIMIT CORPUS

TABLE IV
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN CONFIDENCE
MEASURE AND WER ON CDP CORPUS

condition, which represents a similar trend to that seen in Figs. 3
and 4. The results in Table III show that the proposed confidence
measure (P-CM) is highly correlated to WER for both white
noise corruption and band-restricted conditions, compared to
other statistics. By employing separate phonetic distance knowledge for vowels and consonants, we obtain a more consistent
correlation to WER for both adverse conditions compared to
our earlier work [6] (P-Base in Table III) which shows less correlation in band-limited conditions.
B. Analysis on Real-Life Conditions: CDP Corpus
Next, we conducted an analysis of the proposed confidence
measure using the CDP corpus, which contains a range of reallife acoustic conditions with a total 32-h evaluation set. The
CDP collaboration with CRSS-UTD represents a collection of
1300 h of audio material from libraries and archives [5]. In this
experiment, the all-phone model score (All-Phone), language
model score (Lang), and word density (WD) [10] were also investigated, including the confidence measures discussed in the
previous section. Table IV 1 shows the correlation relationships
of the confidence measures to WER. The proposed phonetic distance based confidence measure (P-CM) shows the highest correlation to WER, while other anti-model based measures (U-CM
and C-CM) do not show comparable results to Table III.

posed phonetic distance based confidence measure (P-CM) to
the baseline, improved overall performance was obtained that is
consistent with the correlation trend shown in Table IV. We obtained the best performance by adding both U-CM and P-CM to
the baseline system, showing a 16.21% relative improvement in
critical error. These results demonstrate that the proposed confidence measure is superior at improving the performance of reliability estimation, thus ensuring intelligibility of the retrieved
utterances for the user.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a novel confidence measure was presented
based on the phonetic distance among subword models. The
proposed method employed an anti-model which was determined to be acoustically discriminative to a target model
obtained from offline training. By utilizing separate phonetic
similarity knowledge for vowels and consonants, more reliable
performance of the proposed confidence measure was obtained
in various corrupted speech conditions. Analysis using various
corpora demonstrated that the proposed confidence measure is
more effective in detecting corrupted speech due to acoustic
conditions or unarticulated speaking style, showing high correlation to WER in speech recognition. Experimental results also
showed that the proposed confidence measure is effective at
increasing the reliability estimator performance with a 16.21%
relative improvement. This study showed that a reliability
estimator employing the proposed confidence measure will be
effective at improving user acceptance of a SDR system.
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